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Dennis Kokkinis, Former Fab Inc.’s founder, has more than 30 years 
of experience in the engineering and fabrication of vertical, form fill 
and seal and horizontal flow wrapper tooling. This unmatched 
experience has led to lifelong relationships with some of the biggest 
food packagers and OEM packaging machine suppliers in the world. 
All of our customers receive the same care, attention, unbeatable 
quality and value regardless of the size of their operation.

The Former Fab Promise

●  We will accommodate your production schedule.
●  Your order will be delivered safely in custom-built packaging.
●  Your order will work perfectly upon installation and is warranted 

with a money-back guarantee for one year. 

We work closely with our clients to seek continuous improvement 
using innovative techniques and materials. We test every unit to 
assure your packages will be formed and sealed perfectly.

Customer First, 24/7 Support

We have built a sterling reputation on the concept of "Customer 
First, 24/7 Support", supplying the absolute best quality forming 
assemblies and sealing jaws for all brands and applications at the 
best prices.

Since 2008 this privately held business has been a beacon for 
employee talent in the highly developed Houston market. 
Our employees are loved and treated like family. This environ-
ment has allowed us to recruit and retain the most skilled 
craftsmen in the industry.



Today’s consumers are demanding products 
that offer more than just what’s in the package.

Producers are challenged to create light-weight, 
durable, attractive, but environmentally friendly 
packages. Today's packaging equipment is more 
complex, automated, and designed for near constant 
use. Our formers provide precise film tracking, 
balance, high product transfer speed and are durable 
under hard use.

Custom solutions for worker protection.  

Our proprietary Duralyte formers are up to 40% lighter 
than our traditional formers but just as durable.

Forming Assemblies

Sealing Jaws
Seal and ship. Former Fab’s sealing jaws get 

your product sealed and in transport fast.

Our endseals are CAD-designed, then produced 
using the latest manufacturing techniques. 
Our sealing jaws are designed for long life, 

to minimize film waste, maximize product safety 
and most importantly, your bottom line.

See what our clients have to say about how we help them maintain their core business.

Former Fab truly appreciates, and wants to display their 
pride, in craftsmanship and customer service. Former Fab 
genuinely wants to earn your business by exceeding 
expectations over and over again. They are our only 
trusted source for formers, fabrication and urgent repairs. 
I highly recommend Former Fab. ~ Dishaka

Custom Fabrication
Former Fab fabricates custom all-metal solutions and offers a wide variety of materials, fabrication, 
and finishing services to produce your project to your specifications. From combination scale platforms 
to site glasses and access ports to clear product bridging issues, our design team is equally 
experienced using our customers’ designs as-is, or providing research and development input from 
concept to product realization.

Communication and quality of 
work are perfect! A great working 
relationship!  ~ Tyson Foods

Visit our web site to read more.



Experience in Design

Consumer Packaged Goods We Serve

Although Former fab is only 9 years old, we have more than 34 lineal years of experience supporting 
both end users and OEM's, and we employ the best fabricators/machinists in the industry.

• All forming assemblies and sealing jaws are designed on our 3D software (SolidWorks) and are 
checked for fit and function before fabrication begins.

• We’ve spent years testing COF on forming collar wings 
and have worked closely with textured material suppliers 
to determine the best patterns to increase film slip.

• We offer a lightweight design (Duralyte) that eliminates 
40% of weight while still keeping the durability of our 
standard design.

• All forming assemblies are tested on one of our (4) 
package machines and samples bags are sent with the 
shipment if customer film is provided.

• We offer a variety of sealing profiles and plating options 
depending on the film structure and product type

We are capable of engineering after-market solutions for VFFS forming collars for ANY 
bagger brand. Some examples of scenarios we have assisted with include:

General Mills to fit custom a 
turnkey sealing jaw solution 
for an (18) Bosch bagger 
commissioning.

General Mills to solve a 
complex product conveying 
issue by creating a timing 
hopper solution.  

Worked closely with Frito 
Lay to develop their high 
speed design,

Our “Can Do Spirit” was epitomized during a large product roll out for Frito-Lay during hurricane Ike. 
Although most of the Houston area was out of power for an extended time, the standard delivery 
order for more than 100 forming collars was met by moving production to a back-up site. We were 
the only supplier to meet delivery on this project, earning high praise and cementing our relationship.



OEM’s We Supply

We engineer using Solidworks and 
fabricate all forming collar assemblies 
in our facilities in Pearland, Texas. All 
work is done on site, with the exception 
of the coatings which are outsourced 
locally in the Houston area.

Pricing & Lead Times
Our pricing for new units is always priced below the 
OEM's. Typical savings of 25%. We are competitive 
with other after-market suppliers on price. We are 
willing to negotiate. 

Typical lead times are 2-3 weeks shipment ARO/PO. 
Expedites available. All production is done in house 
with materials kept on hand. 

We have shipped forming collars in as 
few as two days to solve an emergency 
for a customer.  

We can provide on-site services, 
including troubleshooting product 
conveying issues, on-site tune 
up/repairs of forming collars.

...Just to name a few.



Former Fab can help you get maximum use out of the equipment you have already invested in.
We offer repair and refurbishment services for all brands of forming collars and sealing jaws with 
warranties. Typical costs are 50% of new. We repair scale buckets and linear feeder pans, stainless 
steel sheet metal and aluminum parts.

Repair & Refurbishment

Forming Tube Storage Carts
Former Fab manufactures stainless steel forming tube storage 
carts with maintenance-free casters and we offer a wall mounted 
model as well. These storage carts can carry between 2-8 forming 
assemblies depending on your needs and will keep your formers 
off of the floor, away from bacteria and possible damage.

The Former Fab Scale Platform incorporates a combination scale or weigher into your processing function while also 
affording a way to effortlessly wash and disinfect the scale buckets. This OSHA-complaint mezzanine includes an inclined 
floor and drain to remove residual water, anti-slip decking for 
increased employee safety, and an optional wash wall system 
that depending on your scale size contains 20, 28 or 32 scale 
buckets for easy washing and reassembly.

Scale Platform

Former Fab designs and fabricates an extensive variety of custom sanitary bag conveyors for food packaging lines. 
Designed to enhance the effectiveness of the packaging process, these pack off conveyors provide a simple solution to 

transporting boxes and bags between workstations and 
equipment. Our packaging conveyors can be custom designed 
to achieve the requirements of your precise application and are 

outfitted with a variety of safety, sanitation, sorting, diverting, 
and mobility selections for the perfect solution you require.

Packaging Conveyors



We offer controls system replacements for most brands of intermittent 
VFFS baggers. Hayssen control systems have been the most popular, 
with more than 100 deployments.

Controls upgrades can be installed on-site by trained Former Fab 
specialists in about three days. Customers with new controls enjoy 
many benefits such as higher speeds, less setup and scrap, less 
downtime, and less maintenance. Parts used are non-proprietary and 
readily available through local parts houses.

Our standard offering uses Allen Bradley PLC/HMI with ethernet 
connection and Mitsubishi servo motors. Other brands of controls are 
available to meet your needs. 

VFFS Packaging Machine Control Upgrades – 
Mechanical Rebuilds – Parts and more parts!

Optional upgrades include replacement of the 
pneumatic cylinder for the sealing jaws with a 
Mitsubishi servo motor, for increased control 
and performance with less maintenance and a 
lower requirement for clean, compressed air.
  
Remote access capability using Wi-Fi or 
ethernet, allows for secure, web-based 
emulation of the HMI screen and the ability to 
make remote inputs in real time. With this 
upgrade, buying an airline ticket for a trainer or 
technician to come to the plant and simply 
change a setting, will be a thing of the past. 
Data collection and performance analytics can 
be emailed to managers automatically. Save 
time and increase performance! 

Hayssen Rebuilds performed in our facility, range from minimal to 
complete strip and repaint, depending on starting condition. We have 
more than a decade of experience with in-house fabrication and 
component sourcing of the parts used in the rebuilds and we 
continuously add to our library of hundreds of part numbers that are 
available for purchase; often from stock. We rarely rely on the OEM, 
saving you money! 

Bagger Parts - We have 
more than 35 years of 
experience sourcing 
common wear parts for all 
brands of VFFS machines, 
such as film pulling belts 
and cut-off knives, cartridge 
heaters and temperature 
probes, No one is more 
competitive!

Former Fab offers various upgrades to your existing VFFS baggers under our Gentry Packaging brand.
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